
 
 
July 23, 2021 
 
TO:  MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL 
 
FROM: BRETT ESTES, CITY MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: APPEAL (AP21-05) OF EXTERIOR ALTERATION PERMIT (EX21-08) BY 

CORRINA LYONS TO RECONFIGURE WINDOW AT 629 9TH STREET  
 
Background 
 
At its June 15, 2021 meeting, the Historic Landmarks Commission approved Exterior Alteration 
Permit (EX21-08) by Corrina Lyons to reconfigure windows and doors and replace a foundation 
on an existing single-family dwelling at 629 9th Street.  The HLC approval was for various 
alterations and included several conditions.  The applicant had requested to replace an existing 
possible historic window on the east end of the north elevation with a larger picture window.  
The HLC found that the window was original and denied the replacement with Condition #12 
which stated “The original north elevation, east end, first floor window (#5) shall be retained and 
not enlarged.  If the window needs to be replaced due to deterioration it shall be replaced with 
the same dimensions and incompliance with other conditions concerning window materials and 
installation.”  All other parts of the request were approved. 
 
Only the condition concerning replacement of the one window was appealed.  Therefore, the 
remaining alterations approved in Exterior Alteration Permit (EX21-08) were not appealed and 
are not open for discussion as the HLC decision on these items is final. 
 
The applicant appealed the HLC decision and Condition #12 concerning replacement of this one 
window on June 30, 2021.  The appeal document states that the change to a larger widow 
would not destroy the historic character of the house and the window is not a character defining 
feature; therefore, the HLC findings are not accurate.  The applicant also noted that she had not 
explained the request for this particular window replacement sufficiently prior to the close of the 
public hearing and believed that there is additional information that the HLC did not consider in 
their decision. The complete explanation of the issues appealed can be found in the Appeal of 
Decision document from the appellant in the attached Record.  The Findings of Fact adopted by 
the HLC which denied the replacement of the window are attached.  
 
A public hearing on the Appeal has been advertised and is scheduled for the August 2, 2021 
City Council meeting.  A complete Record of the Request is attached. 
 
The Council has several options:  1) Uphold the HLC decision to approve the request with 
Condition #12 to deny the replacement of the one window; 2) Reverse the HLC decision and 
approve the request to replace the one window; or 3) Remand the issue back to the HLC for 
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reconsideration.  It should be noted that a remand to the HLC would be heard by the HLC 
tentatively on September 21, 2021 (should the City Council decision be made at the August 2, 
2021 meeting) and if this decision is appealed, it would not be heard by the City Council until 
tentatively October 18, 2021, which dates are both after the end of the 120 Days land use 
review limitation (September 10, 2021).  The applicant is not required to extend the 120 Day 
period. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It would be in order for the City Council to hold the public hearing on the appeal, consider 
whether to uphold or reverse the Historic Landmarks Commission decision to approve the 
Request with Condition #12 to deny the one window replacement, and adopt Findings of Fact to 
support the Council decision. 
 
 
 
 
    By:         
     Rosemary Johnson, Planning Consultant  
   
 
 
 
   Through:         
     Megan Leatherman, Community Development Director 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

To fully participate remotely in public hearings, go to https://www.astoria.or.us/LIVE_STREAM.aspx  for connection 
options and instructions. You may also use a telephone to listen in and provide public testimony. At the start of the 
meeting, call (253) 215-8782 and when prompted enter meeting ID# 503 325 5821. 

The Astoria City Council will hold a public hearing on Monday, August 2, 2021 at 7:00 p.m., in the City Council 
Chambers at City Hall, 1095 Duane Street, Astoria. The purpose of the hearing is to consider the following 
request: 

1. Appeal (AP21-05) of Historic Landmarks Commission approval of Exterior Alteration Request (EX21-08) by
Corrina Lyons for multiple window and door alterations at 629 9th Street (Map T8N-R9W Section 08CC, Tax
Lot 06800; South 50’ Lots 3 & 4, McClure’s) in the R-3 (High Density Residential) Zone. The property is
designated as historic in the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area. The appellant appealed Condition #12 to
retain existing window and identified the following items as grounds for the appeal: the change to a larger
window would not destroy the historic character of the house and is not a character defining feature.
Development Code Sections 2.150 to 2.185 (R-3), Articles 6 (Historic Properties), and 9 (Administrative
Procedures), and Comprehensive Plan Sections CP.005 to CP.028 (General Policies), CP.040 to CP.435
(Central Residential Area), CP.240 to CP.255 (Historic Preservation), are applicable to this request.

A copy of the application, all documents and evidence relied upon by the applicant, the staff report, and 
applicable criteria are available for inspection at no cost and will be provided at reasonable cost. All such 
documents and information are available by request by contacting the Community Development Department at 
1095 Duane Street, Astoria or by email at comdevadmin@astoria.or.us or by calling (503) 338-5183. The location 
of the hearing is ADA accessible. An interpreter for the hearing impaired may be requested under the terms of 
ORS 192.630 by contacting the Community Development Department at (503) 338-5183, 48 hours prior to the 
meeting. 

All interested persons are invited to express their opinion for or against Appeal Request AP21-01 by email 
comdevadmin@astoria.or.us, by letter addressed to the Astoria City Council, 1095 Duane St., Astoria OR 97103, 
at the hearing, or remotely. Testimony and evidence must be directed toward the applicable criteria identified 
above or other criteria of the Comprehensive Plan or land use regulation which you believe apply to the decision. 
Failure to raise an issue with sufficient specificity to afford the Astoria City Council and the parties an opportunity 
to respond to the issue precludes an appeal based on that issue. 

The public hearing, as conducted by the City Council, will include a review of the application and presentation of 
the staff report, opportunity for presentations by the applicant and those in favor of the request, those in 
opposition to the request, and deliberation and decision by the City Council. The City Council reserves the right to 
modify the proposal or to continue the hearing to another date and time. If the hearing is continued, no further 
public notice will be provided. 

The City Council’s ruling may be appealed to the Land Use Board of Appeals by the applicant, a party to the 
hearing, or by a party who responded in writing, by filing a Notice of Intent to Appeal within 21 days after the City 
Council’s decision. Appellants should contact the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) concerning specific 
procedures for filing an appeal with LUBA. If an appeal is not filed with LUBA within the 21 day period, the 
decision of the City Council shall be final. 

THE CITY OF ASTORIA    MAILED: July 9, 2021 

Tiffany Taylor 
Administrative Assistant  
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Connection options and instructions to participate remotely in the public hearing. 
 

 
At start of our Public Meetings you will be able to join our online ZOOM meeting using your mobile or 
desktop device and watch the live video presentation and provide public testimony. 

Step #1:  Use this link: https://www.astoria.or.us/zoom/ 
Step #2:  Install the Zoom software on your mobile device, or join in a web browser 
Step #3:  If prompted, enter the Meeting ID number: 503 325 5821 

Note: Your device will automatically be muted when you enter the online meeting. At the time of public 
testimony, when prompted you may choose to select the option within the ZOOM software to "raise your 
hand" and notify staff of your desire to testify. Your device will then be un-muted by the Host and you will be 
called upon, based on the name you entered within the screen when you logged in. 

 

 
At start of our Public Meetings you will be able to dial-in using your telephone to listen and provide public 
testimony. 

Step #1:  Call this number: 253-215-8782 
Step #2:  When prompted, enter the Meeting ID number: 503 325 5821 

Note: Your phone will automatically be muted when you enter the conference call. At the time of public 
testimony, when prompted, you may dial *9 to "raise your hand" and notify staff of your desire to testify. 
Your phone will then be un-muted by the Host and you will be called upon based on your phone number 
used to dial-in.  
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STAFF REPORT AND FINDINGS OF FACT 

 
STAFF REPORT DATE:  June 8, 2021  AMENDED:  June 15, 2021 
 
COMMISSION HEARING DATE: June 15, 2021 
   
TO:  HISTORIC LANDMARKS COMMISSION 
 
FROM: ROSEMARY JOHNSON, PLANNING CONSULTANT 
 
SUBJECT: EXTERIOR ALTERATION REQUEST (EX21-08) BY CORRINA LYONS TO 

RECONFIGURE WINDOWS AND DOORS AND REPLACE FOUNDATION AT 
629 9TH STREET  

 
I. SUMMARY 
 
 A. Applicant:  Corrina Lyons 
    629 9th Street 
    Astoria OR 97103 
 
 B. Owner:  Leon S Lyons 
    Jenny L Lyons      

1781 Halama Street     
    Kihei HI 96753    
 
 C. Location:  629 9th Street (Map T8N-R9W Section 08CC, Tax Lot 06800; 

South 50’ Lots 3 & 4, McClure’s)  
  
 D. Zone: R-3 (High Density Residential) 
 
 E. Proposal: To repair the foundation, replace skirting, reconfigure basement 

windows and door, retain vinyl windows, enlarge two windows, 
replace a person door with a French Door. 

 
 F. 120 Day: September 10, 2021 (deemed Complete on May 13, 2021) 
 
 G. Historic:  Secondary in the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area 
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II. PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT 
 
 A public notice was mailed to all property owners within 200 feet of the property 

boundary pursuant to Section 9.020 on May 21, 2021. Email and web publishing of the 
notice also occurred on May 21, 2021. The Site was posted on June 1, 2021. A notice 
of public hearing was published in The Astorian on June 5, 2021.  

 
III. BACKGROUND 
 
 A. Subject Property 
 

 The site is located on the west side of 9th Street mid-block between Franklin Avenue 
and Grand Avenue. The subject property is approximately 4,791 square feet (0.11 
acres) of land area.  Due to land movement over the years, the house is now partially 
on the lot immediately to the north.  This lot (875 Franklin Avenue, Map T8N-R9W 
Section 08CC, Tax Lot 06700; North 50’ Lots 3 & 4, McClure’s) is owned by Teresa S 
Barnes.  Any work on the portion of the house located on the adjacent property will 
need the approval of that property owner for access to their property.  This is not an 
issue for HLC consideration but is noted for information and will be addressed during 
the building permit stage of the project. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The house is a Craftsman Shingle Style built in 1908 and is generally intact except for 

installation of plywood skirting in the 1960’s, and several alterations by the previous 
owner during 1980’s and 1990’s including of replacement of some windows with vinyl 
after it wa designated as historic between 1986 and 1992 without historic approval.  In 
addition to the items included for review in this application, the owner will be repairing 
the siding with the same material which does not require HLC review.  The following is 
the Description from the Historic Inventory: 

 
DESCRIPTION: This one and one-half story building is of wood frame construction 
in a rectangular plan. It has a basement and a concrete foundation. The main roof 
structure is a gable with a gable roofed dormer on the main (east) elevation. The 

 

Site  
zoned R-3 
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roofing material is composition shingle. The primary window type is a mix of 
one-over-one and twelve-over-one double hung wood sash with a larger, fixed pane 
central window flanked by smaller windows and a full width leaded sash window above.  
The entrance porch is recessed, with one shingled tapered corner post. The exterior 
wall finish is wood shingle. The main (east) elevation is rectangular, with a 
one-over-one primary window in the center of the gable wall of the dormer which has 
multiple small panes in the upper sash. The main floor has the typical front facade 
larger window with a fixed wood sash next to the recessed porch. Wood steps in a long 
flight lead from the street to the entrance. Originally built as a single-family residence 
on a steeply sloping mid-block site, with a dirt road extension of 9th Street from the 
north and a path from Grand Avenue to the south, the building is in fair condition. 
 
John T. Allen owned and lived here from its construction into the 1930s. His wife Maja 
lived here from 1913 on. He was a clerk in his father's store, A.V. Allen & Sons, a 
grocery and hardware enterprise just to the east of the district at 10th and Commercial 
streets.” 
 
B. Adjacent Neighborhood 

 
 The adjacent neighborhood consists of residential uses, many are listed as Historic in 

the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area.  The homes along 9th Street in this area 
have experienced earth movement and are not currently located exclusively on their 
original tax lots.  To the northeast across Franklin Avenue is the rear of the Astorian 
newspaper parking lot; to the east across the 9th Street right-of-way is a vacant City-
owned lot. 

 
 C. Proposal 
 

1. Replace the failing foundation and elevate the home approximately 1 foot. 
2. Replace plywood skirting on the foundation, with board and batten siding, 

corner boards, and horizontal drip cap band. 
3. Retain existing vinyl windows installed by a previous owner without 

permits. 
4. Replace the bay window on the north elevation with a larger window. 
5. Replace the window on the north elevation (easterly window) with a larger 

window. 
6. Replace the person door on the first floor, west, rear elevation with a 

double French door. 
7. Replace the windows in the foundation with composite, fiberglass, or 

other paintable material windows to accommodate emergency egress and 
provide natural light.  

8. Replace front east elevation basement level windows and doors. 
 
In addition, to the stated items in the application, the drawings show rear deck 
and stairs (# 9 & 10) and front stairs (#11) graphically that do not appear the 
same as the existing features.  These were not included on the application as 
features to change and it is assumed that they were shown for graphic purposes 
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only and are not proposed to be changed.  Any changes to the decks and stairs 
would require a Certificate of Appropriateness. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 D. Characteristics of Craftsman Shingle Style 
 
  The Craftsman Shingle Style reflected simplicity in design, excellence in 

craftsmanship and utility in its functionality.  It had painted flat shingled surfaces, 
the horizontal shape of many shingle style houses, and the emphasis on 
horizontal continuity in the exterior details.  Wood and stone work were 
handcrafted and there was a mixture of materials throughout the structure.  
Windows were generally double hung with multi-panes over one design.  Large 

East Elevation 

 

North and East Elevations 
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bay or picture windows were used with some featuring small overhanging roof 
ledge with rafter tails and eave brackets.  

 
IV. APPLICABLE REVIEW CRITERIA AND FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
 A. Section 6.050.B requires that “Unless otherwise exempted, no person, 

corporation, or other entity shall change, add to, or modify a structure or site in 
such a way as to affect its exterior appearance, if such structure is listed or 
identified as a Historic Landmark as described in Section 6.040 without first 
obtaining a Certificate of Appropriateness.”   

 
  Finding:  The City finds that the structure is listed as Historic in the City’s 

Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area and therefore is considered a Historic 
Landmark.  Alterations to this Historic Landmark require a Certificate of 
Appropriateness.  

 
 B. Section 6.050.A.2, Exterior Alteration, Exemptions, states “Nothing in this 

Section shall be construed to prevent ordinary maintenance of a structure listed 
or identified as a Historic Landmark as described in Section 6.040.  The 
following are considered to be normal maintenance and repair and are not 
subject to this Section including, but not limited to. . . 

 2. Repairing, or providing a new foundation that does not result in raising or 
lowering the building elevation more than one foot unless the foundation 
materials and/or craftsmanship contribute to the historical and 
architectural significance of the landmark.” 

 
  Finding:  The foundation (#1) is proposed to be repaired and/or replaced and will 

raise the building one foot.  The City finds the foundation work is normal 
maintenance and exempt from additional review. 

 
 C. Section 6.050.D, Type II Certificate of Appropriateness - Administrative Review, 

states that “Projects that are limited in scope or minor alterations that meet the 
criteria below are classified as Type II Certificate of Appropriateness permits.  
Historic Design review performed by the Historic Preservation Officer or 
designee shall be administrative and shall not require public hearing before the 
Historic Landmarks Commission. These reviews shall be considered as a limited 
land use decision and shall require a public notice and opportunity for appeal in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Astoria Development Code.  
The Historic Preservation Officer shall review and approve the following Type II 
permit requests if it meets the following: 
1. Criteria. 

 a. Located on the rear or interior side yard, not adjacent to a public 
right-of-way, except as noted below; and/or 

b. Reconstruction and/or replacement of porch and/or stairs on any 
elevation; and/or 

c. May result in an increase in building footprint of no more than 10%, 
and will not result in an increase in building envelope except for 
mechanical venting.” 
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 Section 6.050.E, Type III Certificate of Appropriateness – Historic Landmarks 
Commission Review, states that “Projects that do not meet the criteria for a Type 
I or Type II review are classified as Type III Certificate of Appropriateness 
permits.  Historic Design review performed by the Historic Landmarks 
Commission based upon the standards in the Development Code shall be 
considered discretionary and shall require a public hearing, notice, and 
opportunity for appeal in accordance with Article 9 of the Astoria Development 
Code.”  

 
  Finding:  The request involves changes and additions of several windows and 

doors and involves all elevations of the structure.  The City finds that the project 
does not meet the criteria for a Type I or Type II review and therefore has been 
classified as a Type III review by the HLC.  

 
 D. Section 6.050.F, Historic Design Review Criteria, states that “The following 

standards, in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Historic Preservation, shall be used to review Type II and Type III exterior 
alteration requests.  The standards summarized below involve the balancing of 
competing and conflicting interests.  The standards are intended to be used as a 
guide in the Historic Landmark Commission's deliberations and/or the Historic 
Preservation Officer’s decision.” 

 
  “1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a 

property which requires minimal alteration of the building, structure, or 
site and its environment, or to use a property for its originally intended 
purpose.” 

   
   Finding: The structure was built as a single-family residence and the City 

finds the use will continue as a single-family dwelling.  At one time a 
previous owner used the dwelling illegally as a tri-plex and the current 
owner proposes to return it to a single-family dwelling. 

  
  “2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or 

site and its environment shall not be destroyed.  The removal or alteration 
of any historic material or distinctive architectural features should be 
avoided when possible.” 

 
   Finding:  The applicant proposes to replace the foundation (#1) that is in 

disrepair due to earth movement. Other features proposed to be altered 
such as windows and doors are not original.  Window design is a 
distinctive architectural feature and any changes to windows shall be with 
the same design as the original and is discussed in more detail in 
Subsection 5 below. 

 
   The original wood windows were replaced with vinyl windows with internal 

muntins by a previous owner.  For the most part, the window dimensions 
and design were similar to the original windows except for the front 
picture window and front porch window.  The design of these windows 
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were changed which destroyed the original character of the Craftsman 
windows.  These windows are discussed in detail in Subsection 5 below.  
Since the alterations were not reviewed or approved by the City, the 
applicant is seeking approval to retain the vinyl windows as installed (#3).  
As noted below, the City finds the windows may be retained if casings 
installed to match historic casings if missing, and the front picture window 
is replaced to the same design as the original window (Conditions 4, 6). 

 
   The internal muntins are discussed in more detail in Subsection 5 below.  

These create a false appearance of a divided lite.  The installation of 
external applied muntins allows for the appearance of a divided lite by 
creating the external shadow lines.  The windows were installed by a 
previous owner and are a code enforcement issue.  The applicant has 
stated that they do not like the appearance of the false external muntins 
but do not have the budget to replace the windows at this time.  The 
primary window on the front elevation first floor is proposed to be 
replaced with the original design window (Condition 4) which would 
greatly improve the appearance of the front elevation.  The second floor 
front facade window may remain a vinyl window.  The HLC finds that the 
current owner was not the one who changed the windows to vinyl and do 
not believe the external muntins should be installed (Condition 5).  Due to 
the lesser visibility of other vinyl windows and the replacement (Condition 
4) and alteration (Condition 5) of the front facade windows, the vinyl 
windows could remain. 

 
     The City finds this criteria is met as conditioned.  
 
  “3. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their 

own time.  Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek to 
create an earlier appearance shall be discouraged.” 

 
   Finding:  No changes are proposed that would create an earlier 

appearance.  The City finds this criteria is met. 
 
  “4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence 

of the history and development of a building, structure, or site and its 
environment.  These changes may have acquired significance in their 
own right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected.” 

    
   Finding:  The features to be removed and/or replaced are all newer 

alterations dating from between 1960’s and 1990’s.  The City finds these 
features have not acquired significance and this criteria is met. 

 
  “5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which 

characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.” 
 
   Finding:  An outswing French door (#6) is proposed to be installed on the 

rear first floor elevation.  The design would be a multi-lite door which is 
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compatible with Craftsman multi-lite windows and doors.  The lites shall 
be true divided or be external applied muntins (Condition 1).  The 
material would be fiberglass which is paintable. The rear elevation is not 
visible from a right-of-way and is blocked from view from adjoining 
properties with landscaping. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   The design, dimension, and material of windows are distinctive stylistic 

features of this style of structure with the woodworking craftsmanship.  
Details such as the true divided multi-lite configuration, depth of window 
installation, and detailed casing around windows are important element 
designs. 

 
   The existing non-historic bay (garden) window on the north elevation 

protrudes from the facade with no visual connection to the house.  This is 
a traditional contemporary “garden box” window.  Bay windows (not 
garden windows) were found historically on this style structure; however, 
they generally had roof overhangs and many times had support (eave) 
brackets below.  The bay window is proposed to be enlarged (#4) and is 
contemporary in design as it just protrudes from the house with no roof or 
cap.  A small, shed or hip style roof or siding extension should be 
installed over the bay window to add some detail to the otherwise 
contemporary style of the proposed window (Condition 2).  Small 
brackets installed under the window would draw from the eave bracket or 
porch bracket details existing on the house (Condition 3). 
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window 

Proposed 
bay window 

Examples of Craftsman 
bay windows & roof caps 
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  Multi-lite over one windows are common features on Craftsman homes.  
The former owner changed most of the wood windows to vinyl without a 
permit but retained the window lite configuration on most windows with 
applied internal muntins.  The applicant has requested that these windows 
be allowed to remain even though they were not originally approved (#3).  
The internal muntins give a false appearance which can be somewhat 
corrected with the application of external muntins which provide shadow 
lines to simulate true divided lites.  However, the HLC finds that the 
current owner is not the one who made the change to vinyl windows and 
will not require external muntins (Condition 5).  The HLC finds that the 
vinyl windows and may remain due to the other improvements that will 
restore the appearance of the house. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The front window design changed when the former owner installed the 

vinyl windows.  The replacement window is in a design similar to a 
Craftsman style with multi-lite over one side lites.  However, the 
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distinctive leaded glass design of the Craftsman style was lost, and the 
visual proportions of the window was changed.  The same happened with 
the porch window adjacent to this front window as it lost the upper leaded 
panel and was replaced with a multi-lite over one paired window.  The 
east front window dramatically changes the front facade of the home.  
While it may be possible to retain the other vinyl windows as they are 
similar to the design of the original windows, this front window is not 
similar in design and does destroy the distinctive characteristic style of 
the Craftsman windows or this house.  The porch window is not as visible 
as the front window and does not impact the overall appearance of the 
house as much as the front window.  The front vinyl window shall be 
replaced with a window to match the original design of the historic 
window with either wood or an approved composite material as approved 
elsewhere on the home (Condition 4).  If this window would fit into one of 
the proposed north elevation basement window areas, it may be possible 
to reutilize this window when removed.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  The applicant is doing multiple needed repairs to the building such as the 
foundation which are costly and would prefer to not add the cost to 
replace all the windows in the house.  Due to the location of most of the 
windows on elevations that are not as highly visible, and the overall 
design of the windows, it may be possible to retain the vinyl windows with 
conditions. The HLC finds that the vinyl windows may remain (#3), and 
external applied muntins are not required (Condition 5).   Windows shall 
be cased to match the historic casing on the existing windows including 
any crown molding and sills (Condition 6).  The City finds that as 
conditioned, the vinyl windows could remain, but if they are replaced in 
the future, it shall be with wood or another approved composite material 
other than vinyl (Condition 7). 

 
  The applicant has not finalized the window manufacturer but has 

indicated that the windows would be the proposed Milgard fiberglass 
windows or a similar material.  Any windows installed shall be paintable 
(Condition 8) and shall be installed to the historic depth of the original 
windows at a minimum of 2” from the facade, not the window casing 
(Condition 9).  Windows shall be cased to match the historic casing on 
the existing windows including any crown molding and sills (Condition 6). 

 
 

  Existing vinyl windows 
Historic windows 
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  Window materials that could be considered are fiberglass, Fibrex, wood 

clad windows, or similar products, but not vinyl windows.  The wood clad, 
Fibrex, and fiberglass windows provide details similar to wood windows 
and are paintable.  The final design and product shall be reviewed and 
approved by the Planner (Condition 10).   

 
  The added windows on the north elevation basement are proposed to be 

horizontal sliding windows and fixed window (#7).  Craftsman style did 
not include sliding windows.  The proposed basement windows are 
designed to meet the emergency egress dimension requirements for 
living spaces.  While sliding windows are not appropriate, they are only 
proposed on the north elevation basement which is not highly visible from 
the right-of-way.  The house to the north partially blocks the view of this 
side of the house.  From 9th Street right-of-way, the easternmost 
basement windows may be visible depending on the landscaping.  One 
window is proposed to be a 4’ x 8’ double sliding window and one is 
proposed to be a 2.5’ x 2.5’ casement window.  The City finds that the 
two westernmost windows are not visible from the right-of-way and may 
be sliding windows.  The City finds that the easternmost double sliding 
window shall be changed to a casement window due to the high visibility 
of this window (Condition 11). 
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The fixed window on the north elevation is proposed to be enlarged to a 
picture window (#5).  Picture windows are a historic feature on Craftsman 
style homes, generally with multi-lite panels above or beside the larger 
pane.  The header of the proposed window would line up with header of 
the porch and the other windows on the first floor.  The lower sill would 
line up with the lower sill of the porch opening and with the westernmost 
window on the north elevation.  The proportion of the proposed window is 
similar to other proportions on the structure and retains the horizontal 
continuity of the features.  The north elevation first floor picture window 
design would be a single-lite the same as the smaller original window.  
However, since this is an original window, the City finds that the original 
window and material shall be retained and not enlarged.  If the window 
needs to be replaced due to deterioration it shall be replaced with the 
same dimensions and materials as approved for the new windows and in 
compliance with other window installation conditions (Condition 12). 

 
  The front basement level has been altered over the years and currently 

has a gable roof over an entry door with non-historic windows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The applicant proposes to remove the non-historic basement level door, 
windows, and gable entry and replace it with a single-lite panel door and 
picture window to match the existing non-historic vinyl window on the first 
floor (#8).  The basement level should not have the same appearance as 
the primary first floor of the house.  The proposed door should not be as 
decorative as the main first-floor door and shall include an upper lite and 
lower panel area and may be wood, steel, or fiberglass (Condition 13).   

 
  The proposed center fixed window with multi-lite over one windows on 

either side would be an appropriate design for a new window on a 
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Craftsman home.  However, the first-floor window was altered when the 
previous owner replaced the original windows with vinyl.  As noted 
above, that window should be replaced with the original window design.  
The windows on the front basement level should be smaller, less 
decorative, and visually secondary to the primary first floor window.  A 
window similar to the one in the second story dormer, or the existing 
newer porch window would be more compatible and sensitive to historic 
features of the house.  If the porch window was restored along with the 
front first-floor window, the porch window could possibly be utilized in the 
front basement level. 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 The front elevation basement level window shall be a single multi-lite over 
one window or paired multi-lite over one window (which could be the 
repurposed front porch window).  If an alternative design is proposed, an 
Amendment to Existing Permit shall be submitted to be reviewed and 
approved by the Planner. The window shall not be as wide as the window 
on the east elevation first floor directly above it (Condition 14).  The 
window shall comply with all other window conditions for material, design, 
installation depth, etc. (Conditions 1, 6, 8, 9, 10).  If the front porch 
window is removed, it shall be restored to the original design (Condition 
15). 

 
  The house is located within a known geologic hazard area and the 

homes in this block have shifted down to the north onto the neighbor’s 
properties.  The applicant is working with the neighbors to try to address 
this issue; however, this is not part of the HLC review.  With the land 
movement over the years, the foundation is damaged, and the applicant 
proposes to repair and/or replace the foundation which will raise the 
house by one foot (#1).  The foundation work is allowed with an 
administrative Certificate of Appropriateness.  The existing skirting is 
plywood and was installed in the 1960’s and therefore is not original 
historic material.  The applicant proposes to install vertical board and 
batten skirting (#2).  This would be an appropriate design for a Craftsman 
style home.  With the wet northwest weather, either wood or a smooth 

  

Paired multi-
lite over one 
vinyl window 
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fiber cement board and batten would be acceptable.  If fiber cement 
material is used, it shall be smooth, not textured (Condition 16). 

 
  With the conditions as noted, the City finds that the distinctive 

architectural features and material will be treated with sensitivity and this 
criteria is met. 

 
 “6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, 

wherever possible.  In the event replacement is necessary, the new 
material should match the material being replaced in composition, 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities.  Repair or replacement 
of missing architectural features should be based on accurate 
duplications of features, substantiated by historic, physical, or pictorial 
evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different 
architectural elements from other buildings or structures.” 

 
   Finding:  No historic architectural features are proposed to be replaced.  

The windows, door, and skirting are newer materials.  The replacement 
of the vinyl windows with newer windows is proposed to be with an 
approved composite material with the historic designs and not the non-
approved vinyl windows that they replace.  The City finds this criteria is 
met. 

 
  “7. Surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest 

means possible.  Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will 
damage the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.” 

 
   Finding: The City finds that no surface cleaning is proposed. 
 
  “8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve 

archaeological resources affected by or adjacent to any project.” 
 
 Finding:  During the foundation work, efforts shall be made to protect any 

archaeological resources that may be affected by the project.  The 
contractor and subcontractors shall notify the City and follow the City’s 
Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) to expeditiously address inadvertent 
discoveries during ground disturbing activities. 

  
  “9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties 

shall not be discouraged when such alterations and addition do not 
destroy significant historical, architectural, or cultural material, and such 
design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of 
the property, neighborhood or environment.” 

 
 Finding:  Discussion above in Subsection 5 discusses the existing vinyl 

windows and conditions of approval for retention of some of those 
windows.  The replacement of the front picture window is conditioned 
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above (Conditions 4, 5, 6, 8).  With these conditions, the windows are 
compatible with the size, scale, color, and character of the property. 

 
 The proposed new windows would be fiberglass or some other 

contemporary material other than vinyl.  As noted above in Subsection 5, 
the material and design shall be reviewed and approved by the Planner 
(Condition 10) and shall be paintable (Condition 8).    

 
 The skirting (#2) may be either wood or smooth fiber cement vertical 

board and batten (Condition 17).  If fiber cement material is used, it shall 
be smooth, not textured (Condition 16).  The use of contemporary fiber 
cement material is compatible with historic wood siding and is a preferred 
material in the wet northwest weather. 

 
 With the conditions as noted, the City finds this criteria is met.  
 
  “10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be 

done in such a manner that if such additions or alterations were to be 
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the structure 
would be unimpaired.” 

 
   Finding:   The proposed alterations could be removed in the future.  In 

fact, the inappropriate installation of the vinyl windows by the previous 
owner did not destroy the essential form of the structure and the 
replacement of the front vinyl window with an appropriately designed 
window is feasible.  The City finds this criteria is met. 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

  
Based on the Findings of Fact above, the request meets the applicable review criteria 
and staff recommends approval of the request with the following conditions of approval: 
 
1. All new window and door lites, except as noted, shall be true divided or have 

external applied muntins. 
 
2. A small shed or hip style roof or siding extension roof shall be installed over the 

bay window to add some detail to the otherwise contemporary style of the 
proposed window.   

 
3. Small brackets installed under the window would draw from the eave bracket or 

porch bracket details existing on the house. 
 
4. The front first floor vinyl picture window shall be replaced with a window to 

match the original design of the historic window with either wood or an approved 
composite material as approved elsewhere on the home.   

 
5. The vinyl windows are allowed to remain.  
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6. Windows shall be cased to match the historic casing on the existing windows 
including any crown molding and sills.   

 
7. If the vinyl windows are replaced in the future, it shall be with wood, or another 

approved composite material as approved elsewhere on the home other than 
vinyl. 

 
8. All windows installed shall be paintable 
 
9. Windows shall be installed to the historic depth of the original windows at a 

minimum of 2” from the facade, not the window casing.  
 
10. Window materials approved include fiberglass, Fibrex, wood clad windows, or 

similar products, but not vinyl windows.  The wood clad, Fibrex, and fiberglass 
windows provide details similar to wood windows and are paintable.  The final 
design and product shall be reviewed and approved by the Planner. 

 
11. The north elevation easternmost basement double sliding window shall be 

changed to a casement window.  It may be the repurposed existing front east 
elevation picture window. 

 
12. The original north elevation, east end, first floor window (#5) shall be retained 

and not enlarged.  If the window needs to be replaced due to deterioration it 
shall be replaced with the same dimensions and in compliance with other 
conditions concerning window materials and installation. 

 
13. The proposed front basement door shall not be as decorative as the main first-

floor door.  It shall include an upper lite and lower panel area and may be wood, 
steel, or fiberglass. 

 
14. The front east elevation basement level window shall be a single multi-lite over 

one window or paired multi-lite over one window (which could be the repurposed 
front porch window).  If an alternative design is proposed, an Amendment to 
Existing Permit shall be submitted to be reviewed and approved by the Planner.  
The window shall not be as wide as the window on the east elevation first floor 
directly above it. 

 
15. If the front porch window is removed, it shall be replaced with a window 

matching the original design. 
 
16. If fiber cement material is used, it shall be smooth, not textured. 
 
17. The skirting may be either wood or smooth fiber cement vertical board and 

batten. 
 
18. The applicant shall obtain all necessary City and building permits prior to the 

start of construction. 
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19. Significant changes or modifications to the proposed plans as described in this 
Staff Report shall be reviewed by the Historic Landmarks Commission. 

 
 
 
ATTACHED EXHIBITS           
EXHIBIT 1:  HISTORIC INVENTORY SHEETS 
EXHIBIT 2:  APPLICATION WITH SITE PLANS – Existing and Proposed  
EXHIBIT 3:  PUBLIC NOTICE 
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HISTORIC LANDMARKS COMMISSION MEETING    
City Council Chambers 
June 15, 2021 
 
CALL TO ORDER – ITEM 1: 
 
A regular meeting of the Astoria Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) was held at the above place at the hour 
of 5:32 pm. 
 
ROLL CALL – ITEM 2:  
 
Commissioners Present:  President Mac Burns, Jack Osterberg, Lynette Thiel-Smith, Ian Sisson, Nichelle 

Seely, and Jackson Ross.  
 
Commissioners Excused:  Vice President Michelle Dieffenbach. 
 
Staff Present:  Community Development Director Megan Leatherman and Contract Planner Rosemary 
Johnson. The meeting was live streamed and recorded, and will be transcribed by ABC Transcription Services, 
Inc.  
 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – ITEM 3(a):  
 
President Burns asked if there were any changes to the minutes of May 18, 2021.  
 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith requested the following change: 
• Page 6, Paragraph 4 – “Commissioner Thiel-Smith reiterated she was concerned indicated she shared 

Commissioner Seely’s concern about people climbing the support.” 
 
Commissioner Ross moved to approve the minutes of the May 18, 2021 meeting as corrected; seconded by 
Commissioner Seely. Motion passed 5 to 0 to 1 with Commissioner Sisson abstaining. 
 
PUBLIC HEARINGS:  
 
President Burns explained the procedures governing the conduct of public hearings to the audience and advised 
that the substantive review criteria were listed in the Staff report.  
 
ITEM 4(a):   
 
EX20-07 Continued from the May 18, 2021 meeting. Exterior Alteration Request (EX20-07) by Terri 

Delafiganiere, to replace 2 decks and 2 stairways on the north elevation with one deck and one 
stairway on the north elevation at 1312-1316 Kensington Avenue in the R-1 (Low Density 
Residential) Zone. The property is designated as Primary in the Shively-McClure National 
Register Historic District. * The Applicant has formally withdrawn this application. * 

 
Director Leatherman stated the Applicant had withdrawn the application because the Planning Commission 
denied the variance request and is now appealing the Planning Commission’s decision to the City Council. 
 
ITEM 4(b):   
 
EX21-06 Exterior Alteration Request (EX21-06) by Port Town Property Management for One Ten 

Holdings LLC, to remove existing siding and faux brick skirting and replace with fiber cement 
siding of same dimension, and vertical wood or fiber cement tongue and groove skirting on an 
existing two-family dwelling at 811-813 Franklin in the R-2 (Medium Density Residential) Zone. 
The property is designated as historic in the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area. 
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President Burns asked if anyone objected to the jurisdiction of the HLC to hear this matter at this time. There 
were no objections. President Burns asked if any member of the HLC had a conflict of interest, or any ex parte 
contacts to declare.  
 
President Burns declared that he had met Walt Postlewait, but had not seen him in two or three years.  
 
President Burns requested a presentation of the Staff report. 
 
Planner Johnson presented the Staff report via PowerPoint and recommended approval with conditions. No 
correspondence has been received. 
 
Commissioner Seely asked if there was siding on the building that the Applicant could match the new siding to. 
Planner Johnson responded that the original siding was still on the building but was very deteriorated. The 
Applicant will be able to take measurements and replicate it to the same dimensions. 
 
President Burns opened public testimony for the hearing and asked for the Applicant’s presentation. 
 
Nan Schoenwald, Port Town Property Management, 109 9th Street, Astoria, asked why smooth siding was 
required as a condition of approval. Smooth siding could be expensive. She confirmed that she was okay with 
the rest of the conditions of approval. 
 
President Burns called for any presentations by persons in favor of, impartial to or against the application. Seeing 
none, he called for closing remarks of Staff.  
 
Planner Johnson stated that smooth siding was a standard condition of approval for fiber cement siding on 
historic buildings and buildings adjacent to historic structures. Textured siding gives a false appearance of wood 
that has been weathered and not maintained properly. 
 
President Burns closed the public testimony portion of the hearing and called for Commission discussion and 
deliberation. 
 
Commissioner Osterberg said he supported the proposal and the findings and conditions in the Staff report. 
 
Commissioners Ross, Seely, Thiel-Smith, and Sisson stated they agreed with Commissioner Osterberg. 
 
Commissioner Sisson moved that the Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) adopt the Findings and 
Conclusions contained in the Staff report and approve Exterior Alteration EX21-06 by Port Town Property 
Management; seconded by Commissioner Ross. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
President Burns read the rules of appeal into the record. 
 
ITEM 4(c):   
 
EX21-08 Exterior Alteration Request (EX21-08) by Corrina Lyons for Leon Lyons, to elevate the structure, 

remove and replace the foundation, address a Code Enforcement issue for two vinyl windows, 
remove the awning on 9th Street, replace the existing person door to the basement level with a  
new door and new windows, remove the basement skirting and replace with new skirting, 
replace two additional windows on the north elevation, replace a west-facing person door with a 
French door, and replace windows in the foundation at 629 9th Street and at 875 Franklin in the 
R-3 (High Density Residential) Zone. The property is designated as historic in the Hobson-Flavel 
Historic Inventory Area. 

 
President Burns asked if anyone objected to the jurisdiction of the HLC to hear this matter at this time. There 
were no objections. President Burns asked if any member of the HLC had a conflict of interest, or any ex parte 
contacts to declare.  
 
Commissioner Sisson declared that his in-laws owned the property. He recused himself. 
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President Burns requested a presentation of the Staff report. 
 
Planner Johnson presented the Staff report via PowerPoint. She noted that the Applicants had requested some 
changes on a few of the conditions of approval and therefore, Staff recommended the following changes to the 
Staff report: 
• If the vinyl windows are allowed to remain, the second floor front elevation window, shall be true divided or 

have external applied muntins installed. (Condition #5)   
• Allow the side window on the first floor to have a single lite and eliminate Condition #12. 
• If an alternative design is proposed for the basement windows, an Amendment to Existing Permit shall be 

submitted to be reviewed and approved by the Planner rather than have HLC approve them in Condition 
#14. 

 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith asked if the small, fixed window that the Applicant wanted to enlarge was an original 
window. Planner Johnson stated she believed it was original and the window was a smaller single lite window, 
and the Applicant wanted to enlarge it to match the same dimensions as the porch opening to the left of the 
window. 
 
Commissioner Osterberg asked when the neighborhood was designated as historic. He also wanted to know if 
the historic designation was the reason a permit was required for the vinyl windows. Planner Johnson stated that 
the historic designation was made in 1986. At that time, the windows were original. The vinyl windows were 
installed some time between 1986 and 2008. The property owner changed the original windows to vinyl without a 
permit, which became a Code enforcement issue. 
 
President Burns opened public testimony for the hearing and asked for the Applicant’s presentation. 
 
Corrina Lyons, 629 9th Street, Astoria, said she believed the vinyl windows were installed between 1985 and 
1992. An assessor’s photograph take in 1992 shows the vinyl windows. She agreed with most of the conditions 
of approval, but requested changes to the following: 
• Conditions 1 and 5 – She did not want to be required to apply external muntins to the windows and would 

rather replace the windows. She did not have room in the budget right now to replace the windows because 
she was focused on replacing the foundation to fix the tilt of the house. She did not know what condition the 
windows would be in after correcting that tilt. 

• Condition 12 – She wanted to enlarge the window to the same dimensions as the original. It appeared as if 
the original window did not have multiple lites, so she requested a single lite window be allowed. 

• Condition 14 – She requested that the window be reviewed and approved by the Planner rather than the 
HLC. 

 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith confirmed with the Applicant that the window on the north elevation was the original 
window and was not vinyl. 
 
Commissioner Osterberg asked if the Applicant agreed with Staff’s newly recommended findings. He understood 
that Staff recommended the second floor front dormer window on the east elevation shall have exterior muntins. 
 
Ms. Lyons responded that she preferred not to add muntins, but if that was the only window on which muntins 
were required, she would not oppose. However, if the choice was hers, she would replace every window in the 
house with windows that had exterior muntins. 
 
President Burns called for any presentations by persons in favor of, impartial to or against the application. Seeing 
none, he called for closing remarks of Staff. There were none. He closed the public testimony portion of the 
hearing and called for Commission discussion and deliberation. 
 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith noted that the criteria allow original windows to be replaced or changed only if they 
are so badly damaged that they cannot be repaired or maintained, and that they be replaced with an identical 
window. However, the Applicant is requesting the original window be removed to install a larger window, yet 
there is no indication that there is any problem with the window. She agreed with the other conditions of 
approval. 
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Commissioner Ross stated he found it odd that the HLC had not heard more objections yet on the proposed 
switch from an original window to a larger window, which seemed outside of the City’s normal behavior. 

Commissioner Seely agreed that without more evidence of the window being damaged, beyond repair, or part of 
some structural issue, it seemed the HLC normally would not approve the request to replace it. She believed that 
requiring the owner to put exterior muntins on all the windows would be difficult on the owner and she had 
planned to oppose that condition. The current owners did not change the windows and they are making a good 
effort to replace, repair, and restore the house. Additionally, she did not know if muntins could be applied to 
existing windows. 

Commissioner Osterberg said he agreed requiring the muntins would be problematic. The HLC has no 
information about how muntins would be applied to existing windows and he was not comfortable with how that 
might be accomplished, how durable they would be, or practical that would be. He was also uncomfortable with 
the appropriateness of the City to require changes to the windows. No muntins should be required. Each window 
seemed to have its own condition of approval. He asked which condition of approval applied to the window 
labeled as Window 5 on Page 29 of the Staff report. 

Planner Johnson responded that Window 5 did not have any conditions. Originally, Condition 12 applied, but the 
condition was removed upon request of the Applicant. Conditions that refer to the depth of installation and the 
ability to paint would still apply, as those conditions apply to all of the windows. 

Commissioner Thiel-Smith clarified that she objected because the window was original. She understood that 
original windows were not to be removed unless they were damaged beyond repair. 

President Burns said if the window is not original or rotten and could not be repaired, evidence of that needed to 
be presented. Otherwise, the conditions should specifically be omitted from those that apply to all windows. 

Commissioner Osterberg recommended a condition of approval that prohibited Window 5 from being replaced 
and require the window to remain as is. 

Commissioner Ross said if the window did require replacement, it should be replaced with a window of the same 
dimension and same design. 

Planner Johnson stated she would amend the Staff report to include findings stating that since the window is 
original, it should be retained. She would also amend the original Condition 12 to state that the north elevation 
east, first floor window, Window 5, shall be retained and not enlarged. If the window needs to be replaced due to 
deterioration, it shall be replaced with a window of the same dimensions. 

Commissioner Osterberg moved that the Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) adopt the Findings and 
Conclusions contained in the Staff report with the following changes and approve Exterior Alteration EX21-08 by 
Corrina Lyons;  
Page 2, Paragraph 3, Line 4:  “. . .with vinyl after it was designated as historic between 1986 and 1992 without 

historic approval. . .” 

Page 7, Add Paragraph 2:  “The internal muntins are discussed in more detail in Subsection 5 below.  These 
create a false appearance of a divided lite.  The installation of external applied muntins allows for the 
appearance of a divided lite by creating the external shadow lines.  The windows were installed by a 
previous owner and are a code enforcement issue.  The applicant has stated that they do not like the 
appearance of the false external muntins but do not have the budget to replace the windows at this time.  
The primary window on the front elevation first floor is proposed to be replaced with the original design 
window (Condition 4) which would greatly improve the appearance of the front elevation.  The second 
floor front facade window may remain a vinyl window.  The HLC finds that the current owner was not the 
one who changed the windows to vinyl and do not believe the external muntins should be installed 
(Condition 5).  Due to the lesser visibility of other vinyl windows and the replacement (Condition 4) and 
alteration (Condition 5) of the front facade windows, the vinyl windows could remain.” 

Page 10, Paragraph 1, Last two sentences:  “. . . divided lites.  However, the HLC finds that the current owner is 
not the one who made the change to vinyl windows and will not require external muntins (Condition 5).  
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The HLC finds that the vinyl windows may remain due to the other improvements that will restore the 
appearance of the house.” 

 
Page 11, Paragraph 1, Line 6: “. . . conditions.  The HLC finds that the vinyl windows may remain (#3), and 

external applied muntins are not required (Condition 5).  Windows shall . . .” 
 
Page 12, Paragraph 1, Line 2:  “. . . fixed window (#7).  Craftsman. . .” 
 
Page 12, Last Paragraph, Line 10:  “. . . window desig would be a single-lite the same as the smaller original 

window.  However, since this is an original window, the City finds that the original window and material 
shall be retained and not enlarged.  If the widow eeds to be replaced due to deterioration, it shall be 
replaced with the same dimension and materials as approved for the new windows and in compliance 
with other window installation conditions (Condition 12).” 

 
Page 14, Paragraph 1, Line 3:  “. . . porch window).  If an alternative design is proposed, and Amendment to 

Existing Permit shall be submitted to be reviewed and approved by the Planner.  The window . . .” 
 
Page 14, Paragraph 1, Line 8:  “. . .depth, etc. (Conditions 1, 6, 8. 9. 10).  If the. . .” 
 
Page 15, Paragraph 5, Line 2:  “. . . existing vinyl windows and conditions of approval for retention of some of 

those windows. . .” 
 
Page 16, Condition 1:  “All new window and door lites, except as noted, shall be true divided or have external 

applied muntins.” 
 
Page 16, Condition 5:  “The vinyl windows are allowed to remain.” 
 
Page 16, Condition 12:  “The original north elevation, east end, first floor window (#5) shall be retained and not 

enlarged.  If the window needs to be replaced due to deterioration it shall be replaced with the same 
dimensions and incompliance with other conditions concerning window materials and installation.” 

 
Page 17, Condition 14:  “The front east elevation basement level window shall be a single multi-lite over one 

window or paired multi-lite over one window (which could be the repurposed front porch window).  If an 
alternative design is proposed, an Amendment to Existing Permit shall be submitted to be reviewed and 
approved by the Planner.  The window shall not be as wide as the window on the east elevation first floor 
directly above it.” 

 
Seconded by Commissioner Ross. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
President Burns read the rules of appeal into the record. 
 
Commissioner Sisson rejoined the meeting.  
 
ITEM 4(d):   
 
NC21-03 New Construction Request (NC21-03) by Bernard and Sheryl Bos to construct a garage for an 

existing single-family dwelling at 408 40th in the R-2 (Medium Density Residential) Zone. The 
property is designated as historic and adjacent to property designated as historic in the Adair-
Uppertown Historic Inventory Area. 

 
President Burns asked if anyone objected to the jurisdiction of the HLC to hear this matter at this time. There 
were no objections. President Burns asked if any member of the HLC had a conflict of interest, or any ex parte 
contacts to declare. None declared. President Burns requested a presentation of the Staff report. 
 
Planner Johnson presented the Staff report and recommended approval with conditions.  
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Commissioner Sisson asked if dimension of the eaves on the proposed garage would match the dimensions of 
the eaves on the house. Planner Johnson said the eaves would be deeper than many modern homes, but she 
was not sure if they would be as deep as the house. She recommended he ask the Applicant. 
 
President Burns opened public testimony for the hearing and asked for the Applicant’s presentation. 
 
Bernard Bos, 408 40th Street, Astoria, said the eaves and overhang on the garage would match the house 
exactly. 
 
Commissioner Seely asked if the slope of the garage roof would be the same as the slope of the house roof. 
 
Mr. Bos said yes, the roof was a 5/12 pitch and the garage would match the house exactly. The hip setback is 12 
feet and it would also match the house. 
 
President Burns called for any presentations by persons in favor of, impartial to or against the application. Seeing 
none, he called for closing remarks of Staff. There were none. He closed the public testimony portion of the 
hearing and called for Commission discussion and deliberation. 
 
Commissioner Ross stated he was inclined to support the request. 
 
Commissioner Osterberg said he believed the design was great and he liked all of the matching architectural 
elements. He also agreed with the Staff report. 
 
Commissioners Seely, Sisson, Thiel-Smith, and President Burns said they agreed with the Staff report and 
supported the application. 
 
Commissioner Ross moved that the Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) adopt the Findings and Conclusions 
contained in the Staff report and approve New Construction NC21-03 by Bernard and Sheryl Bos; seconded by 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
President Burns read the rules of appeal into the record. 
 
ITEM 4(e):   
 
NC21-04 New Construction Request (NC21-04) by Jonah Dart-Mclean for City of Astoria to locate a 

Portland Loo restroom structure at 1590 Marine Drive in the in the C-3 (General Commercial) 
Zone. The property is adjacent to properties designated as historic in the Downtown National 
Register Historic District. 

 
President Burns asked if anyone objected to the jurisdiction of the HLC to hear this matter at this time. There 
were no objections. President Burns asked if any member of the HLC had a conflict of interest, or any ex parte 
contacts to declare.  
 
President Burns declared that all of the Commissioners knew Director Dart-Mclean and confirmed that none of 
the Commissioners had discussed this application with Mr. Dart-Mclean. 
 
President Burns requested a presentation of the Staff report. 
 
Planner Johnson presented the Staff report and recommended approval with conditions.  
 
Commissioner Ross asked if the structure would be square or oval. Planner Johnson replied that the front door 
and front panel would be curved, but the sides and rear would be squared off. She also confirmed for 
Commissioner Ross that the structure would contain one stall. 
 
Commissioner Osterberg asked if the structure would be located within the boundaries of the Nordic Park that 
were previously approved by the HLC. Planner Johnson responded that the entire site was the Nordic Park but 
the park improvements were just west of the proposed location for the Portland Loo. The only improvements the 
Heritage Association would be making to the parking lot would be the addition of an ADA parking space. 
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President Burns asked if more Portland Loos would be placed throughout the City. Director Dart-Mclean stated 
this proposed structure was the only one the City had procured funding for. If it proves to be successful and 
attractive, it would be great to add more. 
 
President Burns opened public testimony for the hearing and confirmed that the Applicant did not have a 
presentation. He called for any presentations by persons in favor of, impartial to or against the application. 
Seeing none, he called for closing remarks of Staff.  
 
Planner Johnson stated the Nordic Park was approximately $100,000 away from their funding goal for 
construction. 
 
President Burns closed the public testimony portion of the hearing and called for Commission discussion and 
deliberation. 
 
Commissioner Sisson stated he supported the application and agreed with the Staff report. He believed a 
permanent, easy to clean restroom would be a good addition to the Riverwalk. 
 
Commissioner Thiel-Smith said when she first looked at the Staff report, she did not believe the materials were 
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. However, after looking at the diagram of the park, she believed it 
would fit very nicely. She supported the request. 
 
Commissioner Sisson moved that the Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) adopt the Findings and 
Conclusions contained in the Staff report and approve New Construction NC21-04 by Jonah Dart-Mclean; 
seconded by Commissioner Ross. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
President Burns read the rules of appeal into the record. 
 
REPORTS OF OFFICERS – ITEM 5:  
 
No reports. 
 
STAFF UPDATES – ITEM 6: 
  
 Item 6(a): NC20-08 Bethany Lutheran Church 
 
Director Leatherman reported that the appeal was still at the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). A stay was 
submitted, which has paused the project. The Conditional Use permit would still be reviewed by the Planning 
Commission. 
 
 Item 6(b):  EX21-02 1229 Franklin Ave. 
 
Director Leatherman reported that the City Council upheld the HLC’s denial of the permit. 
 
 Item 6(c):  Save the Date 
 
Tuesday, July 20, 2021 – next HLC meeting @ 5:30 pm 
 
Director Leatherman reported that City Hall would reopen on June 28. She asked that the Commissioners 
considering attending meetings in person to avoid the delays caused by remote attendance. The requirement to 
wear masks would depend on the Governor’s orders at that time. If Commissioners chose to attend in person, 
she requested 24-hours’ notice so that Staff could prepare the room. She noted that she preferred consistency 
among the various commissions as they returned to in person meetings. However, each Commission was 
unique and she wanted to be sensitive to individual needs. The City Council had two Councilors attending at City 
Hall. Starting next week, all of the Councilors and the Mayor will be at City Hall and will be wearing masks. That 
might be different at the following meeting. She was waiting to hear from the Governor. 
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Commissioners Ross, Sisson, and Seely stated they preferred to meet in person and without masks as soon as 
that was allowed. 
 
Director Leatherman believed that vaccinated people would have different rules than unvaccinated people. She 
stated it would be a good idea for Commissioners to give her a copy of their vaccination cards. 
 
President Burns asked for an update on hiring a new planner. 
 
Director Leatherman said Staff reviewed the first applicants last week, and first round interviews were scheduled 
for Thursday and Friday. She was surprised that there was a lot of interest in the position. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS – ITEM 7: 
 
No comments. 
 
ADJOURNMENT: 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:10 p.m.  
 
APPROVED: 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Community Development Director 
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From: Corrina Lyons
To: Tiffany Taylor; Megan Leatherman; Rosemary Johnson
Cc: Ian Sisson
Subject: 629 9th Street June 15th Meeting
Date: Monday, June 14, 2021 1:02:07 PM

*****EXTERNAL SENDER*****
Re:  629 9th Street

Dear Historic Landmark Commission,

Thank you to the Commission for reviewing our proposal. We
agree with most of the conditions and findings. Here are a few
issues we have with the findings:

On Page 27, "including of replacement of some windows with
vinyl in 2008 without historic approval". According to photos
we obtained from the Assessor's office (1992), most of the
windows were replaced well before 2008 and likely wouldn't have
been subject to historic review, and that the 2008 date comes
from the City's code enforcement notes, i.e., the replacement
windows had been there for years, but the City did not become
aware of them until 2008. The City noticed the windows when
pursuing code enforcement for an illegally-constructed carport
which no longer exists

On Page 38, "The foundation work is allowed with an
administrative Certificate of Appropriateness." This does not
seem consistent with information we received from the City
prior to submitting the application.

Here are responses to the Conclusions and Recommendations:

1)  We do not want to apply external muntins to all windows and
door lites. We would rather have all windows replaced if we
could afford it, but we simply do not have room in the budget
at this juncture. It is to be determined what condition the
windows will be in after foundation work. And, also, the idea
of placing external grids over internal muntins feels messy and
tacky.

2) We accept this condition.

3) We accept this condition.

4) We accept this condition.
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5) See #1.

6) We accept this condition.

7) We accept this condition.

8) We accept this condition.

9) We accept this condition.

10) We accept this condition.

11) We accept this condition.

12) To the best of our understanding and evidence we have been
able to gather, this window is original to the house. We are
requesting to enlarge the window with the same configuration as
the original. In a picture from 1985, it simply appears to be a
picture window with no multi-lites.

13) We accept this condition.

14) We accept the condition and request that the final
configuration be reviewed and approved by the Planner rather
than the HLC in a future hearing.

15)  We accept this condition.

16) We accept this condition.

17) We accept this condition.

18) We accept this condition.

19) We accept this condition.

Thank you,

Corrina Lyons
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
 

YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS NOTICE BECAUSE THERE IS A 
PROPOSED LAND USE APPLICATION NEAR YOUR PROPERTY IN ASTORIA 

 
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, public hearings will be conducted in the City Council Chambers with a limited seating arrangement. Masks are 
required. To adhere to the social distancing recommendation, you may also participate in the public hearing remotely (see Page 2). Go to 
https://www.astoria.or.us/LIVE_STREAM.aspx  for connection options and instructions. You may also use a telephone to listen in and provide 
public testimony. At the start of the meeting, call (253) 215-8782 and when prompted enter meeting ID# 503 325 5821.  
 
The City of Astoria’s Historic Landmarks Commission will hold a public hearing on Tuesday, June 15, 2021 at 5:30 
p.m. in the Astoria City Hall, Council Chambers, 1095 Duane Street, Astoria. The purpose of the hearing is to 
consider the following request(s): 

 

1. Exterior Alteration Request (EX21-06) by Port Town Property Management for One Ten Holdings LLC, to 
remove existing siding and faux brick skirting and replace with fiber cement siding of same dimension, and 
vertical wood or fiber cement tongue and groove skirting on an existing two-family dwelling at 811-813 Franklin 
Avenue (Map T8N R9W Section 8CC, Tax Lot 6800; north 50’ Lots 1 & 1, Block 73, McClure), in the R-2 Zone 
(Medium Density Residential).  The property is designated as historic in the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory 
Area.  Development Code Standards in Sections 2.060 to 2.095 (R-2 Zone), Articles 9 (Administrative 
Procedures), 6 (Historic), Comprehensive Plan Sections CP.005 to CP.028 (General Policies), CP.040 to 
CP.045 (Central Area), CP.240 to CP.255 (Historic Preservation) are applicable to the request. 
 

2. Exterior Alteration Request (EX21-08) by Corrina Lyons for Leon Lyons, to elevate the structure, remove and 
replace the foundation, address a Code Enforcement issue for two vinyl windows, remove the awning on 9th Street, 
replace the existing person door to the basement level with a new door and new windows, remove the basement 
skirting and replace with new skirting, replace two additional windows on the north elevation, replace a west-facing 
person door with a French door, and replace windows in the foundation at 629 9th Street (Map T8N-R9W Section 
08CC, Tax Lot 06800; South ½ Lots 3 & 4, McClure’s) and at 875 Franklin, (Map T8N-R9W Section 08CC, Tax 
Lot 06700; North ½ Lots 3 & 4, McClure’s) in the R-3 (High Density Residential) Zone. The property is 
designated as historic in the Hobson-Flavel Historic Inventory Area. Development Code §2.150 to 2.185 (R-3), 
Articles 6 (Historic Properties) and 9 (Administative Procedures), and Comprehensive Plan § CP.005 to CP.028 
(General Policies), CP.040 to CP.435 (Central Residential Area), CP.240 to CP.255 (Historic Preservation), are 
applicable to this request. 
 

3. New Construction Request (NC21-03) by Bernard and Sheryl Bos to construct a garage for an existing single-
family dwelling at 408 40th Street (Map T8N R9W Section 9AD, Tax Lot 5200; northwest corner Block 24, 
Adair’s Port of Upper Astoria; vacated portions of 40th and Duane Street rights-of-way), in the R-2 Zone 
(Medium Density Residential). The property is designated as historic and adjacent to property designated as 
historic in the Adair-Uppertown Historic Inventory Area. Development Code Standards in Sections 2.060 to 
2.095 (R-2 Zone), Articles 9 (Administrative Procedures), 6 (Historic), Comprehensive Plan Sections CP.005 to 
CP.028 (General Policies), CP.070 to CP.075 (Uppertown Area), CP.240 to CP.255 (Historic Preservation) are 
applicable to the request. 
 

4. New Construction Request (NC21-04) by Jonah Dart-McLean for City of Astoria to locate a Portland Loo 
restroom structure at 1590 Marine Drive (Map T8N R9W Section 8DB, Tax Lot 601 & 3200; Footing of Block 
134, Shively; and RR right-of-way), in the C-3 Zone (General Commercial). The property is adjacent to 
properties designated as historic in the Downtown National Register Historic District. Development Code 
Standards in Sections 2.385 to 2.415 (C-3 Zone), Articles 9 (Administrative Procedures), 6 (Historic), 
Comprehensive Plan Sections CP.005 to CP.028 (General Policies), CP.050 to CP.055 (Downtown Area), 
CP.067 to CP.068 (Riverfront Vision Overlay Area), CP.240 to CP.255 (Historic Preservation), CP.260 to 
CP.275 (Parks & Open Space) are applicable to the request. 

 

A copy of the application, all documents and evidence relied upon by the applicant, the staff report (published 7 days 
prior to the hearing), and applicable criteria, are available for inspection at no cost and will be provided at reasonable 
cost. All such documents and information are available by contacting the Community Development Dept. by mail at 
1095 Duane Street, Astoria, OR 97103, by email at comdevadmin@astoria.or.us or by phone at (503) 338-5183. 
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The location of the hearing is accessible to the handicapped. An interpreter for the hearing impaired may be 
requested under the terms of ORS 192.630 by contacting the Community Development Department 48 hours prior to 
the meeting at (503) 338-5183. 
 

All interested persons are invited to express their opinion for or against the request(s) at the hearing, or by letter 
addressed to the Historic Landmarks Commission, 1095 Duane St., Astoria OR 97103. Email transmissions may be 
sent to comdevadmin@astoria.or.us  Testimony and evidence must be directed toward the applicable criteria 
identified above or other criteria of the Comprehensive Plan or land use regulation which you believe apply to the 
decision. Failure to raise an issue with sufficient specificity to afford the Historic Landmarks Commission and the 
parties an opportunity to respond to the issue precludes an appeal based on that issue. 
 

The Historic Landmarks Commission’s ruling may be appealed to the City Council by the applicant, a party to the 
hearing, or by a party who responded in writing, by filing a Notice of Appeal within 15 days after the Historic 
Landmarks Commission’s decision is mailed. Appellants should contact the Community Development Department 
concerning specific procedures for filing an appeal with the City. If an appeal is not filed with the City within the 15-
day period, the decision of the Historic Landmarks Commission shall be final.  
 

The public hearing, as conducted by the Historic Landmarks Commission, will include a review of the application and 
presentation of the staff report, opportunity for presentations by the applicant and those in favor of the request, those 
in opposition to the request, and deliberation and decision by the Historic Landmarks Commission. The Historic 
Landmarks Commission reserves the right to modify the proposal or to continue the hearing to another date and 
time. If the hearing is continued, no further public notice will be provided. 
 

THE CITY OF ASTORIA         MAIL: May 21, 2021 
 
 
 

 
Tiffany Taylor 
Administrative Assistant 
 

              

Connection options and instructions to participate remotely in the public hearing. 
 
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, public meetings will be conducted in the City Council Chambers with a limited seating 
arrangement. Masks are required. To adhere to the social distancing recommendation, you may also fully participate in the 
meeting remotely using the connection options listed below: 

 
At start of our Public Meetings you will be able to join our online ZOOM meeting using your mobile or desktop device and 
watch the live video presentation and provide public testimony. 

Step #1:  Use this link: https://www.astoria.or.us/zoom/ 
Step #2:  Install the Zoom software on your mobile device, or join in a web browser 
Step #3:  If prompted, enter the Meeting ID number: 503 325 5821 

Note: Your device will automatically be muted when you enter the online meeting. At the time of public testimony, when 
prompted you may choose to select the option within the ZOOM software to "raise your hand" and notify staff of your desire to 
testify. Your device will then be un-muted by the Host and you will be called upon, based on the name you entered within the 
screen when you logged in. 

 
At start of our Public Meetings you will be able to dial-in using your telephone to listen and provide public testimony. 

Step #1:  Call this number: 253-215-8782 
Step #2:  When prompted, enter the Meeting ID number: 503 325 5821 

Note: Your phone will automatically be muted when you enter the conference call. At the time of public testimony, when 
prompted, you may dial *9 to "raise your hand" and notify staff of your desire to testify. Your phone will then be un-muted by the 
Host and you will be called upon based on your phone number used to dial-in. 

               
              Page 2 of 2 
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Leon Lyons
1781 Halama St.
Kihei, Hl 96753
(808)866-6778
mauilyons@gmail.com

May 10, 2O21

Subject:
Authorization Letter
629 gth Street, Astoria, OR 97103

Dear Sir/Madam:

.1, the trndersigned, Leon Lyons, hereby authorize my daughter; Corrina
l-yons, to conduct activities regarding my properl,y,629 9th Street,
Astoria, Oregon, including filling out forms and signing documents on
my behalf.

This letter of authorization will be in effect from May 10,202'lto May 1O,

2022.

Signed,
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Exterior Alteration Request 
629 9th Street: John T. Allen House, c. 1908 
 
 
Dear Historic Landmarks Commission, 
 
The proposed exterior alteration consists of the following items: 

• Replace foundation - due to severe settling from many years of earth movement, the 
foundation needs to be completely replaced. 

• Lift house – the foundation replacement will increase the height of the lowest level by 
approximately one foot. 

• Add windows to the new lower level to accommodate emergency egress and provide 
natural light. The new windows will be composite, fiberglass, or other paintable 
material. Glazing will be inset from the face of the exterior walls. 

• Clad new lower level with board and batten siding; corner boards; horizontal band. 
• Add new French doors on the main floor west (back) façade. 
• Enlarge two windows on north (side) façade. 
• Restore siding and trim – repair and repaint original trim and shingle siding material. 
• Authorize retention of windows replaced by previous owners. 

 
Note: final door and window products have not been selected. Please refer to the attached 
product information and cut sheets. The proposed windows and doors will be this or a similar 
product. 
 
Please find responses to the application criteria, below: 
 

1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property 
which requires minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its 
environment, or to use a property for its originally intended purpose. 

The subject property was originally designed as a residence, built in 1908 for John T. 
Allen and family. The proposed alterations generally consist of saving the home from 
substantial deterioration and will allow the home to continue to be used for its 
originally-intended purpose. Due to many years of earth movement and poor upkeep, 
the home is currently in very poor condition. The primary purpose of this project is to 
restore the home; alterations will be minimal and have been designed for compatibility 
with the original architectural character of the structure and its surroundings. A list of 
items included in the proposal can be found above. 

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its 
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material 
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible. 
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The subject dwelling is a 1.5-story craftsman-style bungalow, built for John T. Allen and 
family in 1908. The structure is listed as an eligible contributing structure in the Shively-
McClure National Register Historic District. The historic inventory form, c. April 1985, 
rated the condition of the home as fair and noted architectural features including 12/1 
double-hung windows; narrow shingle siding; an inset front porch with a 15-lite door; a 
diamond pane street-facing window; and a 21/1 double-hung dormer window. 
According to the inventory form, a plywood foundation skirt was added sometime 
around 1960. A large addition to the back of the home is visible in the photo and sketch 
on the inventory form, but the date of the addition is unknown. 

Since 1985, the condition of the home has significantly deteriorated due to substantial 
earth movement and poor upkeep. Previous owners have also made the following 
alterations: replaced the majority of the original windows; replaced the 15-lite front 
door; and added a person door, windows, and an awning to the lower level. Exact dates 
of the alterations are unknown, but based on available historic photography, most 
appear to have occurred during the late 1980s – 1990s. Replacement of the diamond 
pane street-facing window and the addition of a person door to the lower level street 
façade, occurred sometime between 1985 – 1992.  

The proposed scope of work will save and restore remaining historic material to the 
greatest extent possible. Two windows on the north façade are proposed to be replaced 
with larger windows of the same type (one fixed casement window in the entryway, one 
bay window in the kitchen). The fixed casement window is presumed to be original 
while the bay window is not; however, kitchen bay windows are common on homes of 
this age and style. Trim would be installed to match the rest of the home. It should be 
noted that neither of the windows proposed to be replaced are noted as distinguishing 
qualities of the home per the historic inventory form. A set of French doors is proposed 
to be added on the main floor west (back) façade, which will be compatible with the 
architectural style of the home and will not be visible from surrounding properties or 
public rights-of-way. 

According to City staff, permits were not obtained by the previous property owners that 
replaced the majority of the original windows. The replacement windows are vinyl, 
single-hung with simulated divided lites in the upper panes (a variety of 6-, 8-, 9-, 12-, 
and 15-over-1). This application seeks to resolve this issue by requesting that the HLC 
grant permission to retain the replacement windows. While the replacement windows 
are not the ideal product for an historic home, they are compatible with the original 
architectural style. The priority for this project is to save the home from further 
deterioration, and the proposed scope of work will constitute a vast improvement from 
current conditions. 

3. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time. 
Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek to create an earlier 
appearance shall be discouraged. 
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None of the proposed alterations seek to create an earlier appearance. 

4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history 
and development of a building, structure, or site and its environment. These changes 
may have acquired significance in their own right, and this significance shall be 
recognized and respected. 

Unfortunately, most of the changes that have been made to the home over time have 
compromised its historic character and material. This proposal will save the home from 
further damage caused by earth movement and poor upkeep and respect the significant 
characteristics of the structure by restoring the deteriorated exterior and re-livening 
remaining historic material. 

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a 
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity. 

The essential form, mass, scale, and style of the structure will not change. The remaining 
distinctive architectural features and examples of skilled craftsmanship include the 
narrow shingle siding and the inset front porch. The siding will be repaired and 
repainted and the front porch will not be affected. The new foundation / ground-floor 
level has been designed to be compatible with the historic character of the upper stories 
by using board and batten siding, corner boards, horizontal band board at the top of the 
board and batten siding. The scale and configuration of all proposed doors and windows 
have been designed to be compatible with the upper stories.  

6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever 
possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the 
material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual 
qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based on 
accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historic, physical, or pictorial 
evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different 
architectural elements from other buildings or structures. 

The deteriorated shingle siding and trim will be restored. If any shingles or trim cannot 
be repaired, the replacement material will meet the criteria listed above. 

7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means 
possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic 
building materials shall not be undertaken. 

Any surface cleaning necessary to restore the siding and trim will be undertaken gently. 
No sandblasting or other methods that may damage historic material will be used. 
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8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological 
resources affected by or adjacent to any project. 

There are no known archaeological resources on or adjacent to the subject property. 

 
 

9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be 
discouraged when such alterations and addition do not destroy significant historical, 
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale, 
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood or environment. 

The proposed alterations do not involve contemporary design elements and have been 
designed to be compatible with the subject structure and its surroundings. 

10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such a 
manner that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired. 

The proposed alterations have been designed to be compatible with the original style 
and character of the home and will not affect the essential form or integrity of the 
structure. 

 

We look forward to discussing this project with you and answering any questions you may have. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

The Lyons Family 
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Attachment 1: Historic and Current Photos 
629 9th Street: John T. Allen House, c. 1908 

  

Above: east façade, assessor’s photo, date unknown 

  

Above: east façade, historic inventory form, 1985 
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Above: east façade, assessor’s photo, 1992 
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Above: east façade, current condition, 2021 

  

Above: east and north facades, current condition, 2021 
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Above: north façade, current condition, 2021 

  

Above: south façade, current condition, 2021 

  

Above: south façade, current condition, 2021
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �1 9

1906

1907 Lot Address was 317 Main St.
(1896-1907) per Liisa

1908 *John T. Allen House Clerk @ A.V. Allen & Sons
-House built per NR Form in1980s?
*Second Pic of Sanborn Map

1909 *John T. Allen

1910 *John T. Allen

1911 *John T. Allen

1912 *John T. Allen

House was built per Clatsop County Records

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �2 9

1913 *John T. Allen, Maja Married this year?
wife: Maja Frederiksen
See”Cumtux-Vol. 21, No. 1, Winter 2001

1914 *John T. Allen

1915 *John T. Allen, Maja

1916 *John T. Allen

1917 *John T. Allen, Maja
Elsa Klahr

1918 *John T. Allen, Maja
Elsa Klahr

1920 *John T. Allen, Maja T. Manager Higgins, Warren & Allen Inc.
Maja: Higgins & Allen

1921 *John T. Allen, Maja T.

1925 *John T. Allen, Maja T.

1931 *John T. Allen

1934 *John T. Allen

1936 *John T. Allen

1938 *Maja T. Allen (widow of John T. Allen)
pres-mgr J T Allen Agency Inc.

1940 *Jack U. Maki sec International Warehousmen’s Union
Wife: Oretha B.

1942 *Jack U. Maki
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �3 9

1944

1946 *Carey J. Price Foreman @ PPCo
Wife: Calla

1948 *Carey J. Price Foreman @ Paragon Pkg. Co.

1949 *Fred H. Lundquist Cement Finisher @ Plasters and Cement 
Finishers Union Local
Wife: Iris E. L., Waitress @ Coffee An’

1950 *Fred H. Lundquist

1951 *Fred H. Lundquist contr 2432

1953 *Fred H. Lundquist 3094-J

1954 *Fred H. Lundquist 3094-J Old Address: 315 9th Street
Sanborn Maps for Outlines of the House

1955 Carlyle & Barbara Mahuke 3094-L Salesman @ Payne’s Men’s Shop

1957 Mrs. Carlyle Mahnke FA 5-3227

Pic of Sanborn Map

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �4 9

1959 Mrs. Carlyle Mahnke FA 5-3227

1960 *Fred H. Lindquist FA 5-067 Concrete Contractor
-Foundation skirt altered

1962 *Fred H. Lundquist

1963 *Fred H. Lindquist

1965 *Fred Lundquist

1966 *Frank Klepac Jr. Baker
Wife: Jean

1967 *Frank Klepac Jr. Baker

1968 *Frank Klepac Jr. Baker @ Super Value

1969 *Frank Klepac Jr. Baker @ Harrisons

1970 *David Cooper Reporter @ Astorian Budget Publ
Wife: Bridget A.
Aide, Astoria School No. 1-C

1972 *David Cooper

1973 *Ralph Wirfs Instructor @ CCC

1974 *Ralph Wirfs House remodeled in 1974

*Not Sure when this pic was taken:

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �5 9

1975 *Ralph Wirfs

1976 John W. Snyder

1977 *Helen H. A. Kassler (A) ofc Secretary County Intermediate Educ. Dist

1978 *Helenita Kassler

1979 Larry D. & Candy Narkaus (A) Tech @ Roger’s TV & Appliance

1980 Diane Crocker (A) Retired

1981 Diane Crocker

1984 VACANT Purchased 9/10/84 for $26,721

1986 Mark Tanguay (A) wife: Marliss
1.5 Stories, 3 bedroom, 2 bath 
Valued @ $8,000

1986 “IMP H.S. Setting 4-8’ above grade. Poor access on steep gravel street. No yard slopes up 
sharply on rear and to south into thick brush. Fair view of city. Past ground movement noted 
as house has been leveled and slid before.” “Basement and part of main floor is used for 
business.” “P. Anderson does not want listing. Is listed with D.C. Thompson for $28,500.” 
“Bsmt. Fl. Crowns. Water damage in ceiling of master bedroom. Front steps rotted and came 
loose from rotten sill. Floors have some downward slope to the NE.”

Property leveled.

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �6 9

1987

1988 Mark Tanguay Mill Worker @ Wauna Mill

1989 Mark Tanguay Remodeled?

1991 Mark Tanguay

�

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �7 9

1992 Mark Tanguay

1992 “Hillside site with steep gravel street as access. Columbia River view with some 
obstructions. Area of recorded earth movement. Property was leveled in 1975 and there’s no 
evidence of movement at this time. Back yard is hillside, small front yard.”

1993 Mark Tanguay House Remodeled in 1993 per Clasp County 
Assessment

1996 Closet built in Main house back room.

*see pic *see Assessment
Land Valued @ $24,870
Total Market Value @ $55,112
1.5 Stories, 3 bedrooms, 2 toilets, 1.5 baths
No fireplace
Note: 2nd Floor Bathroom Window was 
Larger. No Bay window in Kitchen. Only 1 
basement window Northside? Much nicer 
planter @ front of house.

�

�
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �8 9

2008 “Historic - he changed windows to vinyl. Metal carport in front - wants to replace with 
permanent structure. May need street vacation & variance & list review.”

http://gistech/astoria/mwf/landbase.mwf

“Mark Tanguay wants to do retaining wall on neighbors property. House slid North - May be 
over property line too. May need LTO. Needs easement from neighbor.”

2020 5,000 SF Lot
“No building permits for a triplex. Triplex not possible. Need 8,000 SF of land.”

AP-107
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2/10/21 629 9th History 
Research from Clatsop County Records

& Astoria Heritage Museum (Liisa Penner)

�  of �9 9

2021

�
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Fiberglass itself is nothing new. It’s been floating 

boats and adding strength to ladders for years. But 

until recently, the complex profiles required for 

window and door designs have been impossible to 

attain with fiberglass.

Milgard’s research and design team faced this 

challenge and engineered a window and door 

system that’s impervious to water, cold, heat, 

insects, salt air and ultraviolet rays. The end result: 

efficient windows and doors that maintain their 

beauty in every season, in any climate.

New Construction vs. Retrofit

Ultra Series can be used for new construction or 

retrofit applications as it offers block frame and 

Z-bar frames in addition to nail fins.

Screens

Ultra Series comes with standard screens or 

PureView® premium mesh screens with a pull rail 

frame as an upgrade option.

Warranty

Ultra Series comes standard with the Lifetime 

Limited Warranty. For complete warranty details, 

visit milgard.com/warranty.

About Ultra™ Series | C650

Components
Available Operating Styles

Find frame styles for each operating style:

Awning

Fixed Awning

Casement

Fixed Casement

Horizontal Sliding (Half Vent)

Single Hung

Picture/Radius

Bay /Bow

Sliding Patio Door 

Swing Patio Door

Feature/Benefit Snapshot
Fiberglass: A structural material with superior 

strength and thermal performance characteristics, 

ideal for intricate window and door frame profiles. 

So durable, we use diamond-tipped saw blades 

to cut our frame stock. Frame stock is produced 

using a process known as pultrusion. Glass rovings 

and mats are pulled at tremendous forces through 

a resin bath and a series of dies.  These materials 

combine and catalyze to provide unparalleled 

tensile and torsional strength.

• Up to 3 times stronger than wood; up to 8 

times stronger than vinyl.
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• Minimal thermal expansion/contraction 

across large temperature extremes – matches 

movement of glass, relieving virtually all 

stresses on the glazing unit to protect glazing 

seals and ensure smooth operation.

• Dark colors do NOT cause adverse frame 

movement – perfect for projects calling for 

even black exterior frame color.

• Wet-glazed silicone sealant glazing method 

for superior, permanent weather seal.

• No swelling, cracking, binding, twisting or 

rotting like wood.

• Milgard EdgeGardMax™ insulating glass units 

come standard on all fiberglass windows and 

doors.

• 7/8” thick glazing unit – ASTM E-774-81 Class 

A rating – sealed with long-life butyl sealant.

• Every order is custom built – at standard lead 

times.  Perfect for replacement applications, 

with dimensions accepted down to 1/16” 

increments.

• Incredible frame strength provides light 

commercial and commercial structural 

ratings – making fiberglass windows and 

doors suitable in many commercial project 

applications.

• Multiple hardware finishes to choose from in 

both the window and door line.

• Window and window/door configurations are 

factory mulled for ease of field installation – 

large sizes ship open for field glazing where 

weight and safety is a factor.

• Numerous glass options available – including 

tempered, obscures, tints, laminated, etc.

• All operating hardware utilizes top-quality 

components and fasteners.

• Fiberglass doors use multi-point locking 

hardware to provide enhanced security.

Ultra Series windows and patio doors face the 

elements with a sturdy pultruded fiberglass frame 

that won’t warp, rot, swell, peel or mildew. The 

frame makes your windows stronger and more 

resistant to impact and settling. It’s strong like 

aluminum, energy efficient as wood and low 

maintenance as vinyl.

Frame Specifications
From inside of frame to nail flange is 2-7/8”, and 

from outside of window frame to include nail fin is 

1-3/8”, to give you a 4-1/4” overall frame depth.

Joined frame and liners are available in standard 

widths of 4-9/16” or 6-9/16” for standard wall 

construction. Other custom widths are also 

available, subject to engineering review.

Wood Jamb Extensions

Wood jamb extensions are an optional feature with 

Ultra fiberglass windows and are available in both 

clear solid wood, wood with a premium veneer 

applied or preprimed finger jointed wood.

Nail-On Fin

A 1-1/4” pre-punched, flexible nail flange extends 

around the perimeter frame, securing the window 

in rough openings. The 3110 and 3110U Series is 

available without nailing fin or with Z-Bar flush fin 

retrofit trim for use as a replacement window.
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Other Components
Glazing Material

Wet-glazed silicone sealant adheres glass in place, 

which seals and cushions the glass. Rigid vinyl 

setting blocks are used to support the unit above 

the sill, preventing glass slippage and glass-to-

frame contact. Pultruded fiberglass glazing (snap-in)

bead is applied around the exterior edge.

Glass

Insulating dual glazed panes, 7/8” in overall 

thickness, are butyl sealed for energy efficiency, 

with Milgard SunCoat™ Low-E insulating glass 

standard in all glazing units.

Weatherstripping

Foam filled seal and silicone-treated, water-

repellent polypropylene fin seal weatherstripping 

provides a durable, weather-tight seal. This 

weatherstripping is installed around the entire 

perimeter of the vent panel.

Roller Assembly

Adjustable self-lubricating, wear resistant, dual 

nylon rollers provide flexible, free-wheeling, smooth 

and silent operation.  Rollers are engineered for 

reduction of friction and elimination of torque on 

the ventilator frame.

Balancer Assembly

The ventilator operates on concealed block and 

tackle balancers, allowing the vent to remain open 

in any position. The balancer is installed in the jamb 

on each side of the window.

Locking Assembly

Cam lock or Positive Action™ Lock mechanism may 

be specified as an option.

Weep System

Primary weep system is located in hollow sill 

construction.  Baffled weep holes drain water from 

track and help prevent blow-back, or water seeping 

to the inside caused by a combination of wind and 

rain. A secondary baffled weep system is located in 

the pultruded fiberglass glazing bead.

Vent Panel

The ventilator has an “L”-shaped lip that fully 

interlocks with the vertical meeting rail, adding 

security and preventing weather penetration. Its 

roller assembly rides on a monorail track for easy 

operation and durability. This raised track in the 

frame sill helps keep the ventilator system free from 

interference by foreign particles that may collect in 

the sill.

Screens

Screen frames are cambered aluminum, reinforced 

with rigid plastic corner clips. Screen frames are 

available to match the exterior color. Optional 

PureView fiberglass screen mesh is low visibility, 

strong, durable and easy to replace. Two pulls 

located on the screen allow you to install from 

inside of house.

Sizing

All windows are factory-sized to fit in a framed 

opening, whether new or created by removing an 

existing window. Windows will be 1/2” smaller than 

the framed (rough) opening to allow 1/4” clearance 

on all sides (tolerance at +/- 1/16”). Built to rough 

opening size, with 1/2” deductions automatically 

made, no complex calculations are required for 

ordering.
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Options
Grids

Ultra series windows and doors offer multiple grid 

configurations from seven different grid options. 

Grid patterns placed inside the glazing unit include 

5/8” wide flat grids and 1-1/16” wide sculptured 

pattern grids. 

Grid patterns that simulate true divided lites are 

1-1/8” Legacy, 1-1/8” Craftsman, 1-1/8” Vintage 

and 3/4” Vintage. Snap-in wood grids attach to the 

interior side of the window or door and remove for 

easy cleaning.  (See page 11 for patterns)

Specify requirements for matching grid patterns 

at the time of order. If match requirements are not 

specified, the grids may not line up with those in 

another size or series of window.

Unless otherwise specified, the grids will divide the 

window equally, with the bars set between 8-3/4” 

and 12” apart. A 4’0” x 3’0” picture window would be 

four squares wide by three squares high. A 4’0” x 3’0” 

single-hung would be four wide x four high because 

of the intermediate horizontal bar.

Brickmould

A 2” wide x 1-1/2” thick factory-primed wood 

brickmould trim is an available option for a finished 

exterior appearance.

Hardware

Hardware is available in both painted and metal 

finishes. (See pages 8-9)

Energy Packages

Milgard adheres to ENERGY STAR®  v6 requirements 

to meet or exceed U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain 

Coefficient (SHGC) criteria for all ENERGY STAR® 

zones.

Milgard also offers high energy performance 

options for the ultimate in energy efficiency.  Energy 

efficient windows could include one or more of the 

following features based on your climate.

• SunCoat® or SunCoatMAX®

• EdgeGardMAX®

• Argon

• 4th Surface 

• Triple Glaze

For more details on Milgard Energy Efficient 

packages, visit www.milgard.com/learn/energy-

efficiency/energy-efficient-components

To check the energy performance of all Milgard 

windows and doors, use our Energy Calculator at:

milgard.com/energy-calculator

Warranty
With Ultra Series, you’re covered for as long as you 

own your home with our Lifetime Limited Warranty. 

For complete warranty details, visit milgard.com/

warranty.

Caution: The use of petroleum based fuels or solvents 
as release agents in stucco wall installations or glass 
cleaning will chemically attack materials used in 
seals and other components, and voids the Milgard 
Warranty. The use of wax-based release agents is 
recommended.

Expanding foam for insulation purposes should not 
be used. Backer rod or loose packed fiberglass bat 
insulation is recommended.
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Frame Colors

Frost Harmony

Exterior Frame Colors - Choose white or color-matched interiors 

Bark Black Bean

Colors shown are approximate due to printing limitations.
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Ultra™ Series horizontal sliding window is designed as an inside 

slider (the sliding panel, or “vent,” slides inside the stationary 

panel). Horizontal sliding windows can be used alone or in 

combination units with radius, gable or picture windows for 

vent below and vent above configurations.

Ultra Series fiberglass windows and doors offer outstanding 

insulating properties and low maintenance, plus they stand 

up to weather, insects, and ultraviolet rays, and maintain their 

beauty through every season.  The windows will maintain their 

color and shape and can be constructed to your exact size 

specifications, subject to engineering review. All Milgard Ultra 

Series windows are made to order at no additional charge.

Please also see:

 Horizontal Sliding Hardware

 Frame Colors

 Lifetime Limited Warranty

 Energy Packages

 Accessories

Horizontal Sliding Window
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Horizontal Sliding Window
Configurations

Not all frame styles available at all Milgard locations. 
Contact your Milgard  Representative for more information.

Minimum/Maximum Sizes

HALF-VENT
 – Min 2014  Max 6060

HALF-VENT ABOVE
 – Min 2024  Max 6060

HALF-VENT BELOW
 – Min 2024 Max 6060

DOUBLE-VENT
 – Min 5014  Max 12060

DOUBLE-VENT BELOW
 – Min 4030  Max 8060

 DOUBLE-VENT ABOVE
 – Min 4030  Max 8060

HALF-VENT BELOW GABLE
 – Min 2024  Max 6080

HALF-VENT ABOVE 2-LITES
 – Min 2024  Max 6060 

HALF-VENT BELOW 2-LITES
 – Min 2024  Max 6060 

DOUBLE-VENT BELOW
 – Min 5024  Max 8060 

DOUBLE-VENT ABOVE
 – Min 5024  Max 8060 

DOUBLE-VENT BELOW 3-LITES
 – Min 5024  Max 8060 

DOUBLE-VENT ABOVE 3-LITES
 – Min 5024  Max 8060 

Minimum egress for half-vent is 4040

Minimum egress for double-vent is 8036 with a 24” 

vent.
NOTE: For engineering approval contact your Milgard representative for 
any configuration over 40 square feet. Each Milgard Manufacturing plant 
reserves the right to alter or change sizes and configurations according to 
location capabilities. Ask your Milgard rep about specialty applications. 
Windows over 40 square feet shipped open for field glazing. Varies by 
location.

Half-vent

X O

Half-vent above

X O

Half-vent below

X O

Single-vent

X O

Double-vent

X O X

Half-vent below
Gable above

OX

Half-vent above
2-lites below

OX

Half-vent below
2-lites above

OX OX X

Double-vent below

OX X

Double-vent above
3-lites below

OX X

Double-vent below
3-lites above

OX X

Double-vent below
3-lites above
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Horizontal Sliding Window
1-3/8” Fin Setback

Cross Section Drawing
Ultra Horizontal Slider Window
1 3/8" Fin  Setback

CAD File Scale
NTS

View
Horizontal & Vertical

File Name
3110U-02 HS

Units
Inch

More Technical Documents can be found at milgard.com/professionals
Due to continual research and development, details may be changed at any time.  ©2013 Milgard Mfg.

HEAD & SILL JAMBS

HORIZONTAL SLIDER
SERIES 3110
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Ultra™ Series picture windows can be used alone or in 

combination units with operable windows for vent below and 

vent above configurations. They can be ordered as individual 

windows or combined with picture windows for additional 

architectural appeal.

Ultra Series fiberglass windows and doors offer outstanding 

insulating properties and low maintenance, plus they stand 

up to weather, insects, and ultraviolet rays, and maintain their 

beauty through every season.  The windows will maintain their 

color and shape and can be constructed to your exact size 

specifications, subject to engineering review. All Milgard Ultra 

Series windows are made to order at no additional charge.

Please also see:

 Frame Colors

 Lifetime Limited Warranty

 Energy Packages

 Accessories

Picture and Radius Window
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Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources

Picture Window
1-3/8” Fin Setback - Casement Depth

Cross Section Drawing
Ultra Picture Window
1 3/8" Fin Setback

CAD File Scale
NTS

View
Horizontal & Vertical

File Name
3310U-02 PW

Units
Inch

More Technical Documents can be found at milgard.com/professionals
Due to continual research and development, details may be changed at any time.  ©2013 Milgard Mfg.

HEAD & SILL JAMBS

PICTURE WINDOW
SERIES 3310
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Milgard’s Bay Windows include 18”, 24” or 30” “flankers” or 

side windows, joined at 45 degrees to a picture window in 

the center. Flankers are available in picture, single-hung, or 

casement windows.

Milgard’s Bow Windows are standard in 3’, 4’, or 5’ heights joined 

at 13 degrees in overall size from 5016 to 10050. Flankers are 

available in picture, single-hung, casement or awning windows.

Milgard Bay/Bow Windows are available in custom sizes to 

match almost any design, either new or retrofit.

Ultra Series fiberglass windows and doors offer outstanding 

insulating properties and low maintenance, plus they stand 

up to weather, insects, and ultraviolet rays, and maintain their 

beauty through every season.  The windows will maintain their 

color and shape and can be constructed to your exact size 

specifications, subject to engineering review. All Milgard Ultra 

Series windows are made to order at no additional charge.

Please also see:

 Frame Colors

 Lifetime Limited Warranty

 Energy Packages

 Accessories

Bay & Bow Window
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Bay & Bow Window
Configurations

Not all frame styles available at all Milgard locations. 
Contact your Milgard  Representative for more information.

Minimum/Maximum Sizes
BAY PICTURE

 – Min 4030  Max 8050

BAY CASEMENT
 – Min 4030  Max 8050

BAY AWNING
 – Min 4030  Max 8050

BOW 3-SEGMENT
 – Picture Min 4630 Max 6050

 – Casement, Awning Min 4630 Max 6050

 – Single Hung  Min 4630  Max 6050

BOW 4-SEGMENT
 – Picture Min 6030 Max 8050

 – Casement, Awning Min 6030 Max 7850

 – Single Hung  Min 6030  Max 7⁸50

BOW 5-SEGMENT
 – Min 7030 Max 9650

NOTE: For engineering approval contact your Milgard representative for 
any configuration over 40 square feet. Each Milgard Manufacturing plant 
reserves the right to alter or change sizes and configurations according to 
location capabilities. Ask your Milgard rep about specialty applications. 
Windows over 40 square feet shipped open for field glazing. Varies by 
location.

Bay Picture

Bay Casement

Bow Single Hung
3-segment

Bow Picture
4-segment

Bow Casement
5-segment

Bay Awning

Bow Casement
3-segment
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Drawings - Quick Links

Bay Window Drawings
66—Bay Window Frame Detail

67—Jamb and Sill Details

68—Assembly Drawing

Bow Window Drawings
69—Frame Details

70—Bow Jamb and Sill Details

71—Assembly Drawing

Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources
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Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources

Bay Window Drawings
Bay Window Frame Detail

BAY WINDOW FRAMING DETAIL

(RO) ROUGH OPENING

(P) PROJECTION

A

B

2 1/8”

Installation

All Bay and Bow fiberglass windows are factory sized 

to fit in a framed opening, whether new or created by 

removing an existing window. Windows will be 1/2” 

smaller than the framed (rough) opening to allow 1/4” 

clearance on all sides (tolerance +/- 1/16”). Built to 

rough opening size, with 1/2” deductions automatically 

made, no complex calculations are required for 

ordering.

Windows must be installed level, plumb and square 

with 1/4” clearance on all sides with weep holes at the 

bottom.

Support

All Bay and Bow fiberglass windows must have 

substantial support from below. Full wall framing or 

450 angle bracing is recommended.

Nail Fin Setback

1” 1-3/8”

18” Flankers

A Deduct 24” 
from RO

Deduct 23-
3/4” from RO

B 21-3/16” 21-1/16”

P 15” 17-1/8”

Net Width of Center 
Window

Deduct 26-
5/8” from RO

Deduct 26-
1/8” from RO

24” Flankers

A Deduct 32-
1/2”

Deduct 32-
1/4”

B 27-3/16” 27-1/16”

P 19-1/4” 19-1/8”

Net Width of Center 
Window

Deduct 35-
1/8” from RO

Deduct 34-
5/8” from RO
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Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources

Bay Window Drawings
Jamb and Sill Details

3”

3”

1 1/2”

1 1/2”

2 1
/8”

FLASHING

FLASHING

SEAT
BOARD

TRIM

CAULK FLASHING OVER FIN

SUPPORT
@ 16” O.C.

SEAT
BOARD

PROJECTION

ROUGH
OPENING

CAULK FLASHING 
OVER FIN

INSULATE

NOITCEJORP LIATED LLISLIATED NIF BMAJ

ALTERNATE JAMB FIN DETAIL SILL DETAIL (HEAD IS SIMILAR)

2 1
/8”
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Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources

Bay Window Drawings
Assembly Drawing

BAY DETAIL

Horizontal View
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Ultra Series fiberglass windows and doors offer outstanding 

insulating properties and low maintenance, plus they stand 

up to weather, insects, and ultraviolet rays, and maintain their 

beauty through every season.  The doors will maintain their 

color and shape and can be constructed to your exact size 

specifications, subject to engineering review. All Milgard Ultra 

Series doors are made to order at no additional charge.

Please also see:

 Door Hardware

 Frame Colors

 Lifetime Limited Warranty

 Energy Packages

 Accessories

Swing Patio Doors
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Swing Patio Door
Configurations

Not all frame styles available at all Milgard locations. 
Contact your Milgard  Representative for more information.

Minimum/Maximum Sizes
IN-SWING DOOR

 – 1 Panel Min 20 60 Max 30 80

 – 2 Panel Min 50 60 Max 60 80

 – 3 Panel Min 76 60 Max 90 80

 – 4 Panel  Min 100 60 Max 120 80

OUT-SWING DOOR
 – 1 Panel Min 1660 Max 30 80

 – 2 Panel Min 50 60 Max 60 80

 – 3 Panel Min 76 60 Max 90 80

 – 4 Panel  Min 100 60 Max 120 80

Other
• 1, 2, 3, 4 - panel

• Any panels can be active, passive or operable

• Transoms, fixed and operable sidelites 

available

• Special size doors available*

• Keyed lock available (Schlage®-compatible)

• Frame depth 4-9/16” or 6-9/16”

• Overall glass thickness 7/8”

• Door hand to be determined when ordering

• Door hand viewed from exterior

NOTE: For engineering approval contact your Milgard representative for 
any configuration over 40 square feet. Each Milgard Manufacturing plant 
reserves the right to alter or change sizes and configurations according to 
location capabilities. Ask your Milgard rep about specialty applications. 
Windows over 40 square feet shipped open for field glazing. Varies by 
location.

1 Panel 2 Panel

3 Panel

4 Panel
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Revit, SketchUp, .PDF and .DWG files can be accessed at 
milgard.com/professionals/technical-resources

Out-Swing Patio Door
O - 1-3/8” Fin Setback
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